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Student society responsible 
Pubbel-s damage Surrey campus 
by Dan Hilborn 
A group of unidentified 
people did extensive dam-
age to the Surrey campus 
last week during a student 
society sponsored pub night. 
Teh student society was 
told by administration that 
unless immediate change s 
are made to pub policy there 
may be no more pub nights. 
At a multi campus council 
meeting Monday night 
Kevin Hallgate, student 
society president, told coun-
cil that the administration 
was expecting shorter hours 
and/or no hard liquor ser-
vice at future pub nights 
because of the incident. 
Several suggestions wer 
made in that direction by 
various council members 
including opening pubs at 
7:00 instead of 4:00 and only 
serving hard bar from 8:00 
onward. 
A meeting was set for 
Wednesday morning 
between Hallgate an(i ad-
ministration to discuss the 
future of pub nights on 
crmpus. 
<... •st of repairing the dam-
age'· which has yet to be 
decided, will come out of 
'>tudent fees because, acc-
ording to Hallgate, "The 
privilege of holding pub 
night is ours and so are all 
of the responsibilities that 
go with it." 
Council also mentioned 
that problems at pub nights 
have so far been restricted 
to the Surrey campus. 
Two security guards were 
hired for the night; how-
ever, both assumed the pub 
was scheduled for Saturday, 
not Friday, and by the time 
they realized their mistake 
they had no means to con-
tact the student society. 
At a pub night the week 
before on the New West-
minster campus, someone 
'>tole an unknown amount of 
beer tokens. Bill Cai:vell, 
Helen Casher, chairman of the Douglas College board, and mayor Jim Tonn of Coquitlam cut 
the ribbon at last weeks Coquitlam campus Open House. Photo by Bill Lingenfelter 
NAIT Nugget censored by council 
EDMONTON[CUP]--The 
student council at the Nor-
thern Alberta Institute of 
Technology is telling stud-
emts what they can read. 
The council has set up 
publications board to control 
what the student newspaper 
the Nugget, prints. The 
board is screening the 
Nugget's mail and 
confiscating communication 
with Canadian University 
Press (CUP). 
CUP is a cooperative of 
Canadian student 
' newspaper, of which the 
Nugget is a member. 
Janet Bougie, editor of 
the Nugget, was told by the 
board that she will be fired 
if she prints any news from 
the CUP news exchange 
package. 
The Nugget, as a CUP 
member, agrees to follow a 
statement of principles 
which prohibits printing any · 
sexist or racist material. It 
also states student papers 
should be free from press-
ure by student 
governments. 
Last year the council for-
ced the Nugget to pring 
sexist material, as a result, 
the Nugget's CUP member-
ship was jeopardized. 
The council disagrees 
with the CUP definition of 
sexism. 
"What our students con-
sider sexist is not 
necessarily what others con-
sider sexist," said board 
chairperson Linda House. 
The board voted to with-
draw from CUP last June 
because it felt restricted by 
CUP policies, said Hause. 
Bougie is opposed to 
leaving CUP. 
"The council simply 
wants to exert total control 
over the newspaper", she 
said. 
The council may face a 
lawsuit for breach of cont-
ract with CUP and its adv-
ertising affiliate, 
Youth stream. 
The Nugget is obliged to 
run all advertisements sent 
to it by Youthstream. The 
council has refused to run 
all ads. 
If the Nugget withdraws 
from CUP, the council will 
lose about $3000 in adv-
ertising revenue. 
Hause said she is going to 
'>ell local advertising, but 
Bougie says previous att-




out a quarter of a coffee tin 
was taken. 
At a meeting Wednesday 
morning between Kevin 
Hallgate and the Surrey 
management group it was 
decided that future pub 
nights at that campus will 
begin at 7:00 and if any 
further incidents occur pub 





By Pat Burdett 
The expansion of Mucha's 
Snack Shack in Richmond is 
probably not going to take 
place because the restaurant 
staff cannot handle the extra 
work that would involve 
cleaning the extra area. 
Frank Zajicek, the owner 
of the restaurant, said that 
he had originally planned 
the move to accomodate the 
extra students that use the 
cafeteria at lunchtime. 
"But I only have two 
people · working fqr me and 
they have just enough time 
to clean the tables I have 
now . If I got the other area 
I would have to hire another 
person.'' 
He also sa(d that there 
was a problem with lost 
plates and cups that would 
probably get worse with 
the addition of an extra 
room. 
Zajicek said that he has 
not abandoned the idea of 
expanding and might be 
willing to go ahead if some 
way could be worked out to 
have the students clean the 
area themselves . 
But he doubts this would 
happen. "I read in the 
newspapers that the stu-
dents on the other campuses 
leave their cafeterias in a 
mess . The never clean up 
after they eat." · · 
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War Measures Act 'unnecessary' 
Vancouver--Suspension of 
civil liberties under the war 
Measures Act was a "totally 
unnecessary" attempt by · 
Pierre Trudeau to discredit 
and squash the Quebec in-
dependence movement. 
So says Pauline Jewett, 
who resigned her seat as a 
tib~..:al backbencher during 
the crisis because of her 
l)pposition to the act. 
"I genuinely believe it was 
possible the prime minister 
did have it in mind to ltnk: 
<;eparatists with the FLQ," 
.Jewett recently said in an 
interview. "It looked as if 
!the federal government) 
'ieized an opportunity to get 
after the separatists as well." 
Many Quebecers have in-
'listed since the invocation of 
the act that it was intended to 
discredit the legitim ate sep-
aratist movement instead of 
aiding in the finding of the 
Front de Liberation du 
GEORGE HAS A DEGREE IN MARINE 
BIOIDGY AND A JOB DRMNG 
Science and technology A CAB put qualified people to work 
graduates like George are too • in the disciplines they're trained 
valuable to waste. These are the to follow. The Canadian government is 
people, young and enthusiastic, who ready to help by contributing up to 
should be helping us to shape $1,250 a month (for a maximum -of 12 
tomorrow. These are minds, fresh and months) towards the salaries of 
innovative, that could be involved in universitY. community college and 
research and development and in its technical school graduates with the 
application to urgent energy and qualifications to tackle those projects; 
environmental problems and toJhe task graduates who haven't, until now, been 
of making Canadian industry more able to find employment in their 
efficient and competitive. disciplines. 
We can't afford to wait. Talk to Employment & Immigration 
Private sector companies, individ- Canada about our New Technology 
uals,associations, research institutes Employment Program. 
and community organizations can help by You know what's on our minds. Tell 
developing projects that will contribute us what's on yours. 
to Canada's future and at the same time 
Quebec kidnappers. 
Jewett pain-ts a hectic pic-
ture of a Liberal caucus who 
had Pierre Trudeau's decision 
unceremoniously forced upon 
them. While the cabinet's 
solidarity was prom in en tly 
mentioned in the media, she 
says the actual situation was 
somewhat different. 
Jewett said she questioned 
cabinet ministers about the 
act and was surprised by the 
number of reactions like that 
I){ then postmaster general 
Eric Kierans. 
"He, like the others, was 
not entirely happy,"she says 
I){ Kierans, "but Trudeau 
was being very insistent that 
his word be followed." 
Jewett harshly criticized 
Trudeau's use of the act 
within days of its invocation. 
1\.s a Carleton University poli-
tical science professor, she 
l)penly condemned the prime 
minister's actions during a 
public forum at the univer-
'lity. 
The other side of the coin 
within the caucus was repre-
<;ented by the likes of then 
regional economic affairs 
minister Jean Marchand, who 
told Jewett he was "absol-
utely convinced" of the act's 
necessity. 
"He thought it was a crisis 
I){ enormous dimension," · 
she says now. "He thought 
that Quebec would fall apart 
and that separatists were 
almost as bad as the FLQ." 
"In retrospect I think he was 
proved wrong.'' 
At the time, Marchand told 
the House of Commons "the 
FLQ will only be satisfied 
with one solution- and that is 
when this country is 
destroyed." 
The Trudeau government 
promised it would introduce 
new legislation less sweeping 
than the War Measures Act 
for future emergencies, but 
the prime minister never 
mentioned it again, says 
.Jewett. 
-Jewett claims that Trudeau 
had enough legal instruments 
within the Criminal code to 
penalize seditious behaviour 
without invoking the act, 
which has been in the book 
since 1914. Nothing more 
was needed than to keep the 
army on the alert to protect 
against violence, she adds. 
The War Measures Act 
invocation in peace time , is a 
"real blot" for those who feel 
strongly about Canadian civil 
rights ; says Jewett. 
1\.lthough about 85 per cent of 
Canadians supported Tru-
deau's use of the act in an 
emotional wave 10 years ago, 
"nowhere near that" would 
support him now , she says. 
Use of the act in 1970 is the 
:)ne glaring exception in 
which protection of Canadian 
rights were abrogated, says 
.Jewett. Today, a freedom of 
information act is needed to 
make the government ac-
:::ountable for its actions, she 
a'dds. 
'¥-
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ELSALVADOR 
CtJP Briefs "~ . .. ··_.· .. · .... ~· .. , The arms struggle 
Task force hit 
Vancouver[CUP]--Another A BCSF presentation to 
'itudent organization has the task force advocates 
denounced the federal-pro- r e s t r u c turing stu dent 
vincial task force on student assistance programs so that 
aid. all student loans would be 
The BC Students Fed- replaced by grants. BCSF 
eration(BCSF) has joined estimates that if the tax 
'the National Union of Stud- credits now available for 
ents in its condemnation of tuition costs were eliminated 
the task force, appointed by this could cover up to 75 
the council of ministers of percent of the increas~d 
education(CMEC). costs caused by grants rep-
"We think we're getting lacing loans. 
the run-around," said Steve "The tax credits for tui-
Shallhorn, BCSF 
'>pokesperson, following two tion fees only benefit high 
income earners," Shallhorn days of CMEC meetings in '>aid, 
Vancouver. The ministers Shallhorn said he is not 
made no announcements 
optimistic the BCSF rec-
about student aid during the ·ommendations will be imp-
meetings. h CMEC Shallhorn said the task lemented when t e 
force does not have student report is released in Dec-
ember. 
representati6n, despite a "It's beginning to look 
promise to that effect made 
by the Liberals in the last like it's not going to be what 
we want," he said. election campaign. -
Stoned, dr11_nk and getting 
paid for it 
f Z N S)-- Students in back have dropped out of 
Sacramento, California al-e the program after just one 
earning $50 a day to smoke day of being stoned on the 
free marijuana, drink free 
liquor, and drive around a 
test track in an official state 
car. 
.~ourse. 
Robert Drake, the pro-
ject's director, says that 
while it sounds easy and 
fun, it's really hard work. 
by Tom Schoenewolf 
Quebec journalist, Daniel 
Lacourse, spoke at the New 
Westminster campus Tues-
day"ln order to make known 
the situatuion in El Salvador, 
and to 2enerate support for 
the struggle in that country." 
Lacourse returned from a 
sixweek tour of El Salvador 
where she met with human 
rights ' representatives, trade 
union leaders, and represen-
tatives from several peasant 
and revolutionary groups. 
''The list of horrors in El 
Salvador is extremely long 
and would take many hours to 
detail," she said. 
Lacourse told about 15 stu-
dents that armed soldiers and 
military equipment was a 
common everyday site in the 
Central American country. 
"I arrived in El Salvador 
just days before the August 
general strike and in a span 
.')f ten minutes at a bus stop 
saw four army trucks loaded 
with armed soldiers," she 
said. · 
Lacourse is strongly critical 
of the military junta (gov- . 
ernment) of El Salvador. 
She said that the junta 
claims to be democratic and 
claims that the fighting in the 
country is between two ex-
tremist organizations, the left 
and the right. 
"All I constantly saw was 
the army repressing workers 
and peasants," she said. 
"When you talk against the 
junta in El Salvador you take 
a great risk." 
Lacourse outlined numer-
·'lUS examples, with the help 
f slides, of born bings on 
peasant villages, the murder 
of workers, and cases of 
toture and rape. 
"During the general strike 
there were a number of raids 
which resulted in many 
deaths. The day after the 
strike the junta sent armies 
into various plants and killed 
20 workers. Meetings of 
more than three people were 
banned," she said. 
In El Salvador it is illegat 
for peasants to organize. 
Oespite this law many organ-
izations have gathered in an 
arms struggle against the 
junta. Thsi has led to a loss 
of power to the junta. 
On Jan 11, 250,000 mem-
bers of the revolution gather-
ed despite the attempts by 
the junta to stop it. Shortly 
after in an attempt to restore 
power, the junta held a 
demonstration but only drew 
1,000 supporters. 
According to Lacourse the 
United States then sent in 36 
military experts, as well as 
more arms in order to create 
a state of seige. 
"Villages were bombed. 
Women and children were 
killed. There were reports of 
'ioldiers raping worn en, kill-
ing them and then cutting of 
their heads as a message to 
other peasants," she said. 
The junta overtook the 
countries power plants, ports 
and public services. 
"Total militarization means 
that military law is supreme. 
The soldiers all do this with 
smiles on their faces," La-
course said. 
She also said that the U.S. 
controls a large part of El 
Salvador because there are no 
corporate or export taxes. 
The countries location is also 
strategic because of the Pa-
nama Canal. 
"The U.S. has two options 
for the future of El Salva-
dor," she said. "They can 
join forces with surrounding 
countries which would result 
in another Vietnam, or they 
can give the junta a new 
democratic image to give the 
people trust in their govern-
ment." 
While in El Salvador, La-
course spoke with a 57 year 
old peasant who asked her to 
deliver a message to those 
.')utside of El Salvador. 
"Tell the people why I could 
:n'Ot plant crops this year. 
'They bombed my land. Tell 
them why I carry a gun. Not 
because I believe in violence 
but because I've seen people 
killed who didn't have guns." 
Lacourse encouraged the 
members of the meeting, 
sponsored by the Douglas 
College socialist discussion 
group, to make the situation 
known and to use their ima-
ginations to think of ways to 
help financially with the 
struggle in El Salvador. 
A federal-state study of 
this kind has been underway 
to determine the effects of 
pot and alcohol consumption 
on driving skills. 
You'd think that 
volunteers would be beating 
down the doors to get into 
the program .But The Los 
. 4 nge/es Times reports that 
half of the 36 volunteers 
who signed up a few months 
'"it sounds sexy, but you 
go out there and do it and 
it's pretty damn dull. You 
get your arm poked every 
half hour, and draw blood. 
Seminars· held weekly 
That's pretty exciting? 
Then they cut you off (from 
liquor and pot) at 11 am and 
keep you out there until 4 
pm when you want to sleep. 
by Georgina Flynn 
Douglas College 
Big chance 
Programmes for Women is 
presenting a- series of sem-
inars called CAREER PRO-
FILES. These are weekly 
seminars held on W ednes-
days, from noon til 2:00 . 
a.m. on rotating campuses, 
Douglas students in Rich-
mond are getting their big 
chance at television stardom 
as Cable ten T.V. comes on 
the campus with their ca-
meras rolling. 
To promote 'the open 
house on Richmond campus 
on Nov.12, Cable ten is 
putting together a half hour 
show about Douglas College 
college. that feature guest : 
Two or three minutes are speakers. This fall, the 
spent in each area, showing careers profiled include law, 
all the hard working stu- interior desig-n, recreation, 
dents. Some students are human services., business -
being put on the spot, office positions, medical/nur-
giving short interviews on sing, trades, management, 
camera. journalism, photography, and 
Only two disciplines have criminology/corrections. 
been covered so far, gra- The seminar on careers in 
phics and drafting, but the law was held October 7th on 
cameras will return on Fri- the Coquitlam campus and 
The program, to be aired day, Nov. 24 and Wednes- featured lawyer Samantha . 
Nov . 6 and again on Nov. 8 , day, Nov. 29 so students will Sanderson who has recently 
will be a brief look at most still have a shot at getting opened a practice in family 
of the various programs and their faces on the screen . law in Vancouver. Samantha 
disciplines offered by the talked about what it was like 
B returning to law _school as a Us Pass •mature student and the dual-focus of her work: working 1Joth as a law yer and as a 
Are you tired of hunting for 
change for the bus? Do your 
transfers get carried down 
the street by a sudden gust of 
wind? 
the New Westminster cam- person helping people . 
pus , from 9:00 AM to 8:00 ~he stressed the great 
PM, Monday to Thursday. vanety of focuses that a 
lawyer may choose such as 
corporate law, family law, 
entertainment law, and im-
migration law to name a. 
few. 
She also pointed out that a 
person entering a law career 
can combine her own in-
terests with her chosen 
area. 
\ 
that Samantha:" ... really enc-
·'lurages women to enter law, 
humanising law and bringing 
added range of sensitivities . 
and skills." 
Those who participated in 
the seminar were enthusiastic 
and, according to Margaretha 
Hoek: "They went away 
feeling they'd gotten the inf-
·'lrmation they'd wanted." 
The second CAREER PRO-
FILE on interior design, was 
held October 15th on the 
Surrey campus. This seminar 
featured guest speaker Sooz 
Klinkhamer who works for 
the planning department her 
at Douglas College. 
At the Seminar, Sooz talked 
about the interior designer as 
one who directs all aspects · 
,')f our interior space, not 
just colour and fabric. She 
stressed that the interior 
destgner must be 
1cnowledgeable of and able to 
deal with matters such as 
ouilding codes, elevator 
caoacitv. safetv regulations 
as well as the needs of the 
client in terms of the function 
of the building . 
Sooz emphasized that the 
training involves teachtng the 
student how to think and how 
to solve problems. She 
pointed out that interior 
design can be a very engulf-
ing career, especially when 
you are involved in a par-
ticular project, but that there 
is .a lot of variety, your time is 
very flexible and you must be 
. highly organised yet have a 
high tolerance for working in 
a state of constant change. 
The upcoming career 
profiles seminars include 
recreation (New Westmin-
ster), human services (Co-
quitlam), business office 
positions (Richmond), med-
ical / nursing (Surrey) . 
For further i.-formation, 
contact the women's studies 
office in New Westminster, 
the educational planner on 
each campus or the notices 
posted for CAREER PROF-
ILES. 
Show us your teeth 
Douglas College is oft- itied 4enta1 hygienist with 
~ring a new conrse entitled the he1p of 1 visual aids, 
''Making the Most of Your handouts and group 
Teeth". discussion with plenty qf 
Tbe course .... will be of time available for questions. 
~peciai i~te:te$f to the D}any Interested people sho~lc! 
qJder peqple who are .. suff· eaU Douglas CoUege at 588-
edng Jtom a lack. of dental 6404 orJean 8uzao at 531· 
Solve your problem - buy a 
bus pass. If you are a 
full-time student (12 or more 
credits), you can buy a bus 
pass for only $18 a month. 
fW e accept cash or certified 
cheques on)y). November 
bus passes go on sale October 
31, and you can purchase one 
at the information center, on 
lf you will be on another 
campus on October 31, you 
.~an still purchase one, that 
same day, at the Newton 
cafeteria, from 9-10:00 AM; 
at the Surrey cafeteria, from 
10:15 to 10:45 AM, at the 
Richmond Lounge, from noon 
to 1:00 PM; and at the 
Coquitlam cafeteria from 3:00 
-4:00PM. 
Margaretha 
co-ordinator of the 
.......................... PROFILES series, 
Hoek , . care. ~700 for furthet inforrttation 
CAREER All a~pects of d_,n*al cate tegardmg a suitable time observed-.w1.i1111l>11~.1co11.v1e1r~1.41·1bly~·····.1q1a1•1~111ai.nlalipl~lclel.llllllllllllllli 
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At any given time there is 
someone around you who 
loves to pour out their 
hearts about their problems. 
"Oh, life's such a bitch, I've 
been dealt a bad hand." 
We all do it, and large or 
small we all have our pro-
blem~. Or so we think. 
Maybe we would realize 
how bad our problems really 
are if we were to take a look 
at a different type of gov-
ernment system where free 
speech or organization is 
punishable by death. 
• Where governments claim 
they are democratic, yet 
repress people to a point 
where their basic human 
rights are non-existant. 
Where military killings are 
commmonplace for people 
who speak for a better way 
of life. 
These are the types of 
atrocities that are everyday 
practices of the military 
government(junta) of El 
Salvador. Quebec journalist 
Daniel Lacourse, was ex-
posed to this type of system 
for six weeks during a trip to 
El Salvador. During this 
period a Mexican journalist 
was killed and several 
others had their lives threa-
tened by anonymous phone 
calls. 
Lacourse shared her ex-
periences with all of fifeteen 
Douglas College students, 
accompanied with several 
slides from El Salvador. 
legally organize), 
Massey Ferguson and 





The U.S. faces two tough 
~hrJices for the future of El 
S<J lvador. They can conti-
r..te to supply arms to the 
junta but this is extremely 
dangerous because it has 
the potential to turn into 
another Vietnam. The other 
choice is for the U.S. to 
. persuade the people of El 
Salvador with a new image 
for the junta. This will be 
interesting if done because 
people are hesitant to accept 
something that has stabbed 
them in the back for 48 
years. The Arms Struggle 
will continue because their 
is very little left for the 
people to live for. 
Guerrilas are in training 
all over the country with 
arms that are taken from 
dead soldiers. The only 
other source of arms are 
from junta soldiers who 
realize the terror and join 
the revolution with em bez-
zled arms. 
The struggle is gammg 
momentum and the junta is 
losing ground. In order to 
attempt to regain their 
power, .the junta bombed 
villages and utilities and 
public services were taken 
over. Military law became 
supreme and easier enfor-
cable than civil law. 
It is unbelievable that in 
these times human rights 
can be totally unrecognized 
The Other Press October 24, 1980 
Surrey Pub Night 
Kevin warns students 
Dear Editor: 
I would like to congratulate 
those people who cannot 
'ieem to go to a public 
function and not cause pro-
blems. 
These people seem to be 
the loudest advocates of fire 
and damnation for those of 
us in the student society who 
'itep on a few toes (me). 
W~a_!_I_~m _ ~E_ecifi_call_y re-
1erring to is the pub night 
held in Surrey last Friday 
night. Admittedly 
there are problems with the 
way in which pub nights 
ltave been run with long line 
ups, etc., but people must 
realize that a Douglas Col-
lege student society function 
ltas to be open to all Douglas 
college students. For those 
few students who seem to 
forget that they are in a post 
'iecondary institution, and 
'>Upposedly mature adults, I 
would like to explain the 
consequences of those few 
minutes of fun you had in 
Surrey. 
Firstly, the Douglas ad-
ministration t has given us, 
the students, the privilege 
of holding social functions 
on campus. This is a priv-
ilege which the student 
'iociety ca.n Jose at any time. 
Did the fun you had Friday 
night cause us, the rest of 
the students the Joss of this 
orivilege? 
Secondly, the Douglas 
administration allowed us to 
'>ell hard liquor at pub night 
against the recommenda-
tions of many important 
:people. _ We (the 
'>tudent council) asked to sell 
ltard liquor for two reasons: 
One: From a financial 
viewpoint, it is not eco-
nomically feasible to run a 
pub night without the rev-
~nue from hard liquor sales. 
Second: Many students 
don't wish to attend an event 
with only beer sales, there-
fore hard liquor. 
Part of attending a post 
'iecondary institution is one 
:)f socializing. We try to 
make pub nights as att-
ractive as possible for all of 
the students. 
Did the fun that you had 
Friday night cause us to lose 
the privilege of selling hard 
liquor? Probably. 
Thirdly: the hours that we 
ue able to open the pubs 
will be drastically cut. No 
longeT will a student be able 
to walk into the cafeteria 
Fridays at four and have a 
quick drink. For those stud-
~nts, thanks. 
Lastly: I find it ext-
remely difficult to represent 
Douglas College student 
at management levels when 
because of a few we end up 
looking like a bunch of kids 
dght out of junior high. 
For those students who 
wish to attend pub nights to 
ltave fun in a normal non-
destructive manner then I 
feel sorry. Because of a few 
unthinking people we must 
lose the privilege. To those 
people the warning goes 
out. If ever have the op-
portunity to have another 
pub night, at the first sign 
of trouble you will be eject-
.~d from the function. If any 
serious problem occurs your 
student card will be lifted 
and you will no longer be 
allowed to attend or receive 
any benfit from the card. 
Kevin Hallgate, student 
'>ociety president 
Gradual demise? 
Dear Editor: floppy hats, and 20 foot 
<;carves flowing down the 
hallways? Why don't all the 
freaks come out of the closet 
and assert themselves. It's 
lonely working by one's self. 
To one's own self, be freaky. 
1\ffectionately yours, The acts of brutal rape, 
torture and death committed 
by the junta are so intense it 
is hard for a person living in 
a practising democratic 
society to comprehend. The 
junta often goes into the 
upiversities and kill students 
with no explaination for 
their actions. Soldiers are 
on guard at all learning 
institutes. 
to the point where people~------------------------------------------------------------------------------­
As one freak to another I 
question the gradual demise 
of our race. Although there 
are many sub-cultures in 
-~xistence here at Douglas, 
the sight of a true freak is 
rare. What has happened to 
long coats touching the floor, Jim Hall 
In December the com-
munist party of El Salvador 
stated that a peaceful solu-
tion is no longer possible, 
and endorsed the Arms 
Struggle. A mass demon-
stration and revolution in 
1932, in which 30,000 people 
were slain has set the tone 
for the last 48 years. People 
can only be kicked in the ass 
for so long, and in El 
Salvador they are fighting 
back with more power than 
ever. 
But as is the case in so 
many under-developed and 
under-priveledged countries 
the United States has inter-
ests there. No corporate or 
<!xport tax is paid and labor 
is cheap. The junta 
assasinates union leaders 
and peasants (who cannot 
are slain when they cry out 
with a need for a betfer life. 
lt is not uncommon for 
families in El Salvador to 
share a single room without 
running water or electricity. 
Fifty per cent of the children 
under the age of five never 
see their fifth birthday; for 
those that do, three-quarters 
of them suffer from mal 
nutrition. This is under-
'>tandable when the average 
annual income is $600. 
The biggest crime in El 
Salvador and other countries 
mffering the same condi-
tions is that not only does it 
happen, but those who are 
in a position to do some-
bing don't. They only 
. ncourage H because of 
ither financial interests or 
trategic location,(EI 
alvador is close to the 
anama Canal). 
The situation in this 
, ountry is a prime example 
f what happened to start 
he conflict in such countries 
s Vietnam , Chile, Angola, 
I an and a list of other 
ountries. 
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Ski club poster offensiVe 
Dear Editor 
A ~irl lies huddled in a 
corner, shaking convulsi-
vely afraid of the slightest 
touch. She has withdrawn 
from reality into a state of 
<>hock. 
A boy stares through the 
bars of his cell, feeling pain 
and humiliation. He too has 
recoiled from a reality that 
has become to painful to 
face. 
These people are the vic-
tims or RAPE. 
Of course if you have not 
experienced the thrill of 
rape first hand just ask the 
friendly girl at the inform a-
tion counter about the Ski 
Club. 
I know that may sound 
ludicrous, I t00 have yet tc 
''Ain't 
by Jayne A k.izuki 
It's usually a treat when a 
touring company brings a 
'Broadway show to Vanc-
ouver. Ain't Misbehavin "' 
Tony winning musical, 
dazzled audiences at the 
Queen Elizabeth Theatre 
last week on its second 
Vancouver visit. 
This musical brings to life 
twenty-six recorded songs 
-;omposed or recorded by 
Fats Waller, one of the 
all-time great musicians of 
jazz. Waller became one of 
the first black superstars; 
his songwriting, singing and 
piano playing won him fame 
in the 1930's. 
A five member cast, a 
six-piece band and a pianist 
ful art of gliding over white 
powder on Grouse has to do 
with the brutal act of rape, 
but that's what the posters 
displayed by the Ski Club 
advertize. 
As incredible as it may 
<>eem two posters in the 
cafeteria building advertis-
ing the Ski Club have listed 
in the lower right hand 
corner the words, "rape, 
pillage, plunder, ski." The 
words pillage and plunder 
are simply indicative of the 
gross intellectual deficien-
cies of those responsible for 
the posters. The word rape, 
however, is an inexcusable 
affront to the students of 
Douglas College and, in 
fact, to all human beings . 
The thought of someone 
.-;apable of graduating from 
<>orne secondary institution 
actually printing the word 
RAPE in an attempt to 
attract people to a recrea-
tional activity makes me 
<>eriously consider buying a 
<>hotgun to dispose of the 
mindless scum. I have, 
however, a slightly more 
painful atonement in mind 
for our impotent excuses for 
human beings. 
-If the members of the Ski 
Club are worried that they 
are being penalized for 
<>orne other feculents non-
human actions, I would urge 
them to dispose of the 
cancerous pieces of dog 
feces. 
An enraged human being, 
Scott Peters. 
avin~'' returns 
kept the Queen E. patrons 
applauding and the joint 
jumpin'. The cast displayed 
a wide vocal range, a raun-
chy sense of humor, and 
all-out professional 
showmanship. Milton Craig 
Nealy puffed a reefer and 
teased the audience with 
"The Viper's Drag"; Clent 
'Bowers and Nealy had 
everyone clapping to the 
hilarious "Fat and Greasy", 
then the company followed 
up with a moving rendition 
of "Black. and Blue". The 
songs were performed with 
the warm geniality and 
sassy humor that Fats him-
self was known for. 
After the energetic, very 
enjoyable performance, the 
backstage halls and dressing 
rooms were still humming 
with excitement. As she 
wiped off stage makeup, 
Michele McCain, whose 
powerful voice and jiggling 
body had been well used 
onstage, remarked that 
Canadian audiences, though 
still fairly coli, are becoming 
more receptive. She added 
that by "receptive," she 
meant audiences that would 
really let go and sing and 
dance in the aisles to the 
music if they felt like it. 
I could see her point; I 
could picture people in New 
York letting their jnhibitions 
go in a theatre, but not 
Vancouver playgoers. 
Hopefully, though, in the 
future more touring com-
panies will start coming 
here and showing us the 
best Broadway has to offer. 
Question: What should be done about 
people who cause damage at pub nights? 
Peter: If you can't find out 
who it is you should call the 
RCMP and the RCMP 
should press charges 
Cindy Lindberg: Make them 
pay for it and take them to 
court and make their res-
titution. They can't be 
respecting what the college 
is doing for them. 
Liz Kennedy:Huh, I don't 
know. Why don't you 
people stop bugging me? 
Leave me alone and let me 
live my life in peace. 
Yvonne Peddemors: If there 
was security here nothin 
would have happened. 
they can be identified take it 
:)ut of their ass. If they ar.e 
stupid enough to do it they 
should pay for it. 
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K aty LeR ougetel, Wendy 
Stevenson and Suzanne 
Chabot were fired from the 
Pratt and Whitney Aircraft 
Company last November. 
The Quebec Human Rights 
Commission charged Pratt 
and Whitney with political 
and sexual discrimination 
and recognized R CM P int· 
ervention as a cause of the 
firing. 
The women are union act· 
ivists, feminists and mem· 
. IJers of the Revolutionary 
Workers League. 
As part of a national 
campaign, Stevenson spoke 
at the University of Alberta 
October 2. 
As well, other speakers 
discussed various topics rel· 
ated to the Pratt case inc· 
luding union laws and aff· 
irm ative action. 
K aty LeRougetel, also one 
of the Pratt women, was a 
.~tudent at the U of A a few 
years ago. 
The committee in defense 
of the Pratt women has also 
been supported by the U of 
.4. students' council, in a 
motion passed this summer. 
The Scenario 
Wendy Stevenson 






It was her boss from the 
Pratt and Whitney aircraft 
engine plant at Longueil, 
Quebec. He told her to 
come to the plant imm-
ediately. 
Obediently, Stevenson 
went to the plant and <;he 
was promptly fired . 
The company's 
probationary employment 
period would have been over 
for her had she worked for 
one more morning . On 
Monday she couldn't have 
been fired without 
consulting her union. 
That same Friday, two 
.')ther 1women, Suzanne 
Chabot and Katy LeRoug-
.~tel, were also fired from 
the Pratt factory. The 
company claimed the wom-
en were laid off because of a 
"personnel surplus". 
But two weeks later Pratt 
and Whitney began adver-
tising to fill their recently 
vacated positions. 
The three women were 
good workers. They were 
practically the only women 
in a machine assembly shop 
of 3000 employees. 
Stevenson, Chabot and 
LeRougetel are also active 
members of the Auto Wor-
kers Union (A WU), active 
fern inists and members of 
the Revolutionary Workers 
League(RWL). 
Their union submitted a 
greivance for unwarranted 
layoff and lodged a com-
plaint with the Quebec 
Human Rights Commission. 
The commission found Pratt' 
guilty of political 
discrimination. 
More interestingly, they 
found that visits by an 
RCMP agent were "dec-
isive" in the company's 
decision to fire the three 
women. 
On April 11 the three 
women were fired from their 
new jobs. 
Chabot and Stevenson 
were working with Canadair 
fa Crown corporation), artd 
LeRougetel from Canadian 
Marconi. They were fired 
on the same day but the 
companies claim there was 
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no conspiracy involved. 
The Quebec Human 
Rights· Commission (HRC) 
recommended the three 
women's reinstatement with 
full backpay and damages. 
Pratt has refused to comply. 
The Quebec HRC have also 
begun an inquiry into the 
<>econd firings. 
However, the Quebec 
Human Rights Committee 
recommendations are not 
legally binding on Pratt and 
Whitney . 
If arbitration fails to win 
the women's jobs baclt, 
Pratt will face a legal suit. 
The campaign is asking 
for support for the rehiring 
of the women and they are 
also asking for the operiing 
the RCMP files to end the 
harrassment of p .eople 
"whose only wrongdoing 
consists of holding views 
different from those of the 
government and RCMP." 
The Police State 
Gordon Wright, provincial 
NDP candidate and lawyer 
spoke on the civil liberty 
aspect of the case. 
"This case is an example 
of a police state in action," 
he said. Wright also offered 
a slogan for the defense 
:ampaign to take to heart. 
''The price of liberty is 
-~tern a) vigilance." 
He told people at the 
forum to fight state fascism 
when it is at a low level or it 
will increase in the future. 
''There is no difference 
between what happened to 
these women and what 
would happen in Czechosl-
ovakia , • • said Wright. 
"They hold a particular view 
and for that alone they lost 
their jobs." -
Wright said he was pleased 
with the Quebec Human 
Rights Commission's 
.iudgement that "police ac-
t'ion caused a cowardly 
employer to fire 
.~mployees". 
The HRC in Alberta would 
never come to that con-
dusion" he added. 
He said entrenchment of a 
bill of rights into the Can-
adian constitution is de's-
irable and necessary. 
When the USA' 
entrenched its bill of rights, 
conservative judges , were 
honest in their evaluation 
and construed the 
legislation fairly "so as not 
to deprive individuals of life, 
liberty and happiness in the 
pursuit of property." 
If it worked for the USA it 
·,;hould achieve the same for 
Canda , said Wright. It 
would give citizens legal 
protection of their basic civil 
rights. 
Slave Labour 
"There is a virtual ab-
<>ence of rights for workers 
in Canada as a whole and 
~specially in Alberta," said 
Simon Renouf, chief exec-
utive officer for United 
Nurses Association of AJ-
berta(UNA). 
He spoke on Labour Leg-
islation and worker's rights 
at the Pratt forum. 
Renouf said it is necessary 
for the public to recognize 
the prime motivation. of lab-
our laws are. the 





by Nina Miller for Canadian U 
"The Government of Al-
berta's relationship tolabour 
is equal to the relationship 
of a colonial power over a 
colony" he said. 
He e.xplained that all the 
talk of Alberta development 
and cooperation looks at on-
ly profit and capital owners. 
• 
Only the rich corporations 
are considered in the dev-
.~lopment of Alberta and at 
the same time there is a 
.~rowing paternalistic and 
patronizing attitude towards 
labouron the part of the 
Government according to 
Renouf. 
' 1980 
Women • • 
democracy 
"All labourlaws are a 
reflection of the power rel-
ationship within society", 
_'!xplained Renour . He exp-
lained that restrictive labour 
laws only exist now because 
.'Jf the weakened state of the 
trade union movement. 
If the movement was str-
onger oppressive laws 
could not be passed as 
easily said Renouf. 
Concerning the questions 
of amendments to the Al-
berta I.abourAct Renouf said 
"it is a safe bet all proposed 
amendments will be more 
restrictive against the ability 
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of workers to organize and 
defend themselves against 
their employers.'' Labour 
rights are also not a priorny 
in Canada because of the 
massive shift in corporation 
profits here, said Renouf. 
"From 1977 to the first 
quarter ·:>f 1980 the Gross 
N a tiona) Product (GNP) in 
Canada grew by 42 per-
cent." 
Correction of the above par-
agraph 
''From 1977 to the first 
quarter of 1980 the Gross 
National Product (GNP) in 
Canada grew by 42 per-
cent," said Renouf. If 
distributed proportionally 
everybody's income would 
have grown by 42 percent. 
Instead wages and sal-
aries grew only by 29_ per-
cent while corporation pro-
fits grew by 73 percent. 
"This is supposedly during 
a recession," added Renouf. 
Workers compensation 
has also dropped from sec-
·'lnd best in the world in a 
few years ago to about sixth 
in rank now, said Renoug. 
This is just some of the 
evidence of the "warfare 
against the Canadian ind-
ustria! worker." 
However, Renouf added 
"there are still glimmers of 
hope." 
Two general trends ind-
icate the start of a power 
o;hift in Canada, according to 
him. 
The organization of the 
public sector is first ev-
idence of this change. 
"Unions are becoming 
more militant and taking an 
assertive stance," he said. 
The second positive trend 
is the growing number of 
women union members who 
actually constitute the maj-
ority of union m em hers in 
the country. "They have 
made the connection bet-
ween liberation and union," 
said Renouf. 
"The Jabourlegislation in 
~Jberta is not likely to 
improve," but the unions 
are growing stronger , and 
awareness is increasing. he 
-;aid. 
A Chance 
Shelley Smith of the Al-
berta Status of Women 
Committee (ASWC) spoke 
on the principles of Affirm-
ative Action. 
Affirmative Action is a 
program designed to pro-
vide employment opportun-
ities for minority groups and 
women in areas where they 
nave not previously been 
bired. 
It exists to redress dis-
criminatory employment 
practices of the past , said 
Smith . 
But it really needed to 
alleviate unemployment pro-
blems in special groups. 
This means providing day-
care, job training and trans-
portation, to groups of 
people who have previously 
found it inaccessible, she 
-;aid. 
Smith said that even 
though discrimination is il-
legal it still exists. She 
described it as system a tic 
discrimination · discrimin-
ation stemming from the 
o;tructure of our society. 
The proof that women's 
position is not improving, is 
the increase in the percent-
age ot women in service and 
clerical jobs. The percentage 
.'Jfwomen in managerial and 
administrative work has not 
increased and women are 
-;till a minute percentage of 
the controlling positions, 
-;aid Smith . 
Affirmative Action has not 
been illegal in Alberta since 
September 1 this year but 
Smith says , "this was strict-
ly a political move for the 
concentration of power to 
the cabinet." 
Affirmative Action pro-
grams for handicapped peo-
nfe can be approved by 
the Human Rights Com-
mission but programs for 
politically active groups like 
women and natives must be 
approved by cabinet, she 
said. 
The Victim 
Wendy Stevenson raged 
against the system when she 
-;poke at the U of A. 
She started out explaining 
her reasons for taking a 
traditionally male job, but 
focused maiitly on the 
RCMP wrongdoings. 
"It's funny. When people 
break the Jaw it is a crime 
but RCMP wrongdoings are 
called dirty tricks," she 
said. 
Stevenson said jaywalking 
is the only crime she has 
'!ver committed. 
She is persecuted because 
.'Jf her beliefs and her sex, 
o;he said. 
She described her search 
for a job as long and hard. It 
is the activists who have to 
break through the prejud-
ices that exist, she said. 
Before she was fired she 
bad difficulty finding jobs 
because of her sex but now 
o;he is faced with political 
prejudices as well, she said. 
"Few people know what 
they are up against when 
they want to express their 
ideas ." 
She was asked why she is 
asking for support from a 
o;ystem she is against . 
She replied that she 
thinks it is a sick system and 
o;he has a right to express 
that . 
"Once you start prevent-
ing a person from airing 
views you aren ' t living in a 
democracy," she said. 
She cited a long list of 
RCMP crimes, evidence 
from the MacDonald and 
Keable commissions. 
"The history of the RCMP 
is one of suppression ," she 
-;aid . They started out sup-
pressing the Metis and Nat-
ives and went on to sup-
press immigrant workers 
and then smashed the Win-
nipeg general strike. After 
World War I they started to 
o;uppress communists , she 
-;aid . 
She told the people at the 
forum many people have 
trouble finding jobs because 
of RCMP files that are 
floating around since the 
War Measures Act was en-
acted. 
" But the RCMP are un-
touchable ," she said. " Just 
try and sue them ." 
"The RCMP are not just a 
harmless musical ride ," she 
-;aid . 
Stevenson also mention-
ed the Jack of support she 
bas received from the com-
mercia! media. She said that 
their cause is "definitely 
newsworthy" but it is being 
ignored for other reasons . 
"Our only weapon is pub-
lic awareness and support , " 
o;he concluded. 
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Baha'i Faith on campus 
by Mary Ravanbakhsh 
The Baha'i Faith arose at 
the beginning of the new 
state in human evolution 
when science and 
technology ar~ destroying 
ancient boundaries 
separating t_he peoples of 
the world. Races and nat-
ions have become 
interdependent and subject 
one destiny. The Baha'i 
proclamation of the principle 
.')f oneness supplies the 
spiritual guidance needed 
for underst~nding of this 
great process which is tran-
sforming the Jnditions of 
human existe .e. By this 
principle the Baha'is rec-
ognize that God is the 
Creator of all races and 
peoples, and therefore con-
flict and dissension arising 
froil' prejudice is contrary to 
the Divine Will. Through 
unity the world can attain a 
new and higher civilization, 
while the outbreak of an-
other international conflict 
can cause general 
destruction. 
The Revelation 
proclaimed by Baha'u'llah, 
the Founder of the Baha'i 
Faith is believed by His 
followers to be divine in 








scope, broad in tts outlook, 
scientific in its method, 
humanitarian in its prin-
ciples and dynamic in the 
influence it exerts on the 
hearts and minds of men. 
The mission of the Founder 
,')f their faith, they conceive 
it to be to proclaim that 
religious truth is not abs-
olute but relative, that 
Divine Revelation is con-
Hnuous and progressive, 
that the Founders of all past 
religions, thongh different 
in the non-es~ ;ntial aspects 
·'lf their teachings, "abide in 
the same Tabernacle, soar 
in the same heaven, are 
seated upon the same 
throne, utter the same 
speech and proclaim the 
same Faith". His Cause, 
they have already 
demonstrated, stands iden-
Ufied with, and revolves 
around, the principle of the 
.nganic unity of mankind as 
representing the 
consummation of the whole 
process of human evolution. 
The Baha'i Faith 
recognizes the unity of God . 
and of his Prophets, upholds 
the principle of an ind-
~pendent search at ..:r truth, 
: ondemns all forms of sup-
~rstition and prej ·dice, 
teachf'. that the 




fundamental purpose i rel-
igion is to promote concord 
and harmony, that it 1ust 
go hand in hand ·ith 
science, and that it on-
stitutes the sole and ;.~lt­
imate basis of a peaceful, an 
ordered and progressive 
society. 
It inculcates the principle 
of equal opportunity, rights 
and privileges for both 
sexes, advocates compulsory 
~ducation, abolishes 
~xtremes of poverty and 
wealth, exalts work 
performed in the spirit of 
service to the rank of wor-
ship, recommends the 
adoption of an auxiliary 
international language, and 
provides the necessary ag-
~ncies for the establishment 
and safeguarding of a per-
manent and universal peace. 
Born about the middle of 
the nineteenth century in 
darkest Persia, assailed 
from its infancy by the 
forces of religious 
fanaticism, the Faith has, 
notwithstanding the 
martyrdom of its 
Forerunner, the repeated 
banishments of its Founder, 
the almost lifelong 
imprisonment of its chief 
Promoter and the cruel 
death of no less than twenty 
qjOUJt <Z}Ja~iSt 
$£mda. 9~r~ . .Qil~Qey 
522-0334 
323 E. Columbia St. N. W. 
across from R. C. Hospital 
thousand of its devoted fol-
lowers, succeeded in diff-
using quietly and steadily its 
spirit throughout both the 
East and the West, has 
.~stablished itself in over 
123,000 centres in the world 
today , with a membership 
representing great div ersity 
of racial and religious back-
grounds, and its literature 
has been translated into 685 
languages. 
There are periods and 
<;tages in the life of man-
ldnd; at one time it passed 
throught its degree of child-
hood, at another its time of 
vouth, but now it has ent-
ered its period of maturity, 
the evidences of which are 
visible and apparent every-
where. From every stand-
point the world of humanity 
is undergoing reformation. 
Scientific ideas and theories 
are developing and 
advancing; invention and 
discovery are penetrating 
heretofore unknown fields; 
laws of governments and 
civilizations are in the pro-
: ess of revision, etc. Every-
where the world of mankins 
is in the throes of evolu t-
ionary activity indicating the 
passing of old conditions 
and the advent of a new age 
of reformation. We are 
living in a century when 
dogmatic imitations must b 
.~ forsaken, superstitions 
abandoned, and each ind-
ividual search after truth 
and consider all affairs with 
keen sight, as enjoined by 
Bha'u'llah for today. It is 
because of this injunction by 
Baha'u'llah the the Baha'i 
Faith has no professional 
priesthood or clergy. All 
Baha'i are expected to share 
in the work of teaching 
according to their oppor-
tunity and ability, not acc-
·'lrding to their race or class, 
and to take part in the 
activities and the operation 
of the elective 
administrative institutions of 
the Faith. 
Despite the pressure of 
international events today, 
Baha'i communities are de-
monstrating that a religious 
fellowship can exist which 
represents a cross section of 
the human race. Obedience 
to government is a definite 
requirement. Therefore Ba-
ha'is abide by the spiritual 
pr inciple of oneness and do 
not become involved in pol-
itical controversy. 
On prejudiced, Abdul-Ba-
ha says:"Prejudice whether 
it be religious, racial , 
patriotic, or political in its 
origin is the destroyer of 
human foundations as nd 
·'lpposed to the commands 
of God. All humanity are the 
children of God; they belong 
to the same family, to the 
same human race. The lov-
~rs of mankind, these are 
the superior men, of what-
ever nation, creed, or colour 
they may be. If teh spirit is 
pure, the face is illumin-
ated, although it be black. If 
teh heart is stained, the face 
is dark and depressed, al-
though it may be of utmost 
beauty. The colour of the 
pupils of teh eye is black, 
:vet they are the fountains of 
light.'' 
For more information on 
the Bahai Faith there will be 
a Bahai Fireside on the 
Surrey campus in the library 
study room on October 31 at 
I 2:00p.m. 
HELP MAKE 
GOOD THINGS HAPPEN 
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Bright ''Omen'' for future 
by Greg Heakes 
If Damian Tyrrell were 
playing football one would 
probably compare him to a 
1" 
.meman. 
But the fact is that Tyrrell 
is one of Douglas's top 
rugby players and the com-
parison ends with his size. 
Standing 6 ft. tall and 
weighing 210 lbs. the round 
faced dark haired 20 year 
·'lld is trying to end the all 
brawn no brain image that 
has been tagged on front 
line players. 
"It's definitely not a gla-
mour position, everyone fig-
ures us to be big dumb 
forwards but it takes a lot of 
brains to play the front 
line," he said. 
Tyrrell, who graduates in 
the spring, hopes to transfer 
his studies to U.B.C. and 
pursue a career in acc-
ounting. He is presently on 
a two year business finance 
program at -Douglas. 
Tyrrell spent the last year 
alternating between the 
colleges' basketball and 
rugby teams. He finished 
the year as a member of the 
first division rugby team 
that became the Fraser 
Valley Champs. 
"I've always been int-
erested in rugby and at first 
l didn't think I'd do that 
well but then they asked me 
to come back and things 
have turned out well," said 
Tyrrell who got his first 
taste of rugby in grade 
eleven at a Victoria high 
'lchool. 
From there Tyrrell went 
on to star at North Delta 
<;enior secondary in basket-
ball and volleyball. In his 
graduating year the basket-
ball team finished seventh 
in the province at the 1978 
B.C. championships. 
"Omen" (his teammates 
named him after the char-
acter in the movie) was born 
in Dublin, Ireland and his 
family emigrated to Canada 
when he was eleven. 
In his short stint with the 
Uouglas Rugby Club, Tyrrell 
has attracted the eye of fans 
and coach Gert van Niekerk. 
N eikerk thinks that one of 
Tyrrells biggest assets is his 
age. Being so young he 
says that Damian has four or 
five years left to develop his 
talents while most of the 
other lineman have already 
gone through their peak 
vears. 
· "I feel Damian is good 
enough to play for our 
Canadian team. He's got 
good hands, deceptive 
moves, and can hold his own 
with anyone out there," 
'ltated N eikerk. 
Tyrrell feels that even 
though his position is 
'lomewhat overlooked, he 
has that extra bit of mobility 
to get noticed. 
"As a forward I'm a lot 
quicker than most. My 
biggest weakness would be 
that I don't have the exp-
. ~rience and I'm not as 
strong as some," he said. 
Tyrrell also mentioned in-
juries as part of the problem 
of Douglas' front line, inc-
luding the devastating loss 
of teammate John Tyrecki 
that shook up the team two 
weeks ago. 
"We've really started to 
pull together since John got 
hurt. The team really 
<;bowed their pride this week 
by winning big over Maple 
Ridge." 
"I'm a new club member 
<;o I didn't know John that 
well but I never had any 
second thoughts about play-
ing again. It was just one of 
those things that 
happened," he added. 
For a player that seems to 
have such a bright future in 
an often brutal game, his 
post game philosophy is not 
one we would all want to 
adhere to 
"When you wake up 
Monday morning and your 
neck is sore and your bones 
are aching then you know 
(win or lose) that you've 
been in a tough game." 
South-Bumaby Radio, ~· 
Stereo & T.V. Service 
Super 
CAR STEREO SALE 
lnstallation of Radio & Stereos 
in cars, boatsJ' mobile homes etc. 
(guaranteed for 1 yr' 
epairs of aU kinds 
T.V., St~reo Equip., Air Conditioners, 
Alarm Systems 
ELECTRONICS 
TV SALES & SERVIa 
317 E. Columbia $t. 
NfW WI$TMtNStiW 
Damien Tyrrell, far left, races to the aid of his teammates during a 
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Other Sports 
Division one still undefeated Time Out by Clin.t Longley The Douglas College Rug-by Club overcame the imp-
ressive prior game scouting 
report on Maple Ridge and 
took all three games on the 
weekend. 
In division one the two 
remaining undefeated teams 
met Saturday afternoon at 
Queens Park and Douglas 
-came out on top 37-7. 
Tries were scored by Pat 
Ponti, Garth Fraser, Russ 
WOMEN'S FIELD HOCK-
EY 
Coach: Saant Kular 
Phone No. 581-7859 
League: Burnaby Women's 
Field Hockey 
Note: All games are on 
Sundays and are ·onducted 
at the Central V t '!Y fiedld 
hockey complex in '·unaby. 
The season exten . ; from 
September to April with a 
break over Christmas. 
Eligibility: To compete 
players must be registered 
students at Douglas College, 
although there are no spec-
ific credit hours required. 
VOLLEYBALL 
Men's Coach: John Lussier 
Home Phone No: 438-9944 
Women s Coach: Barb 
Lussier 
Home Phone No: 438-9944 
League: Totem Conference 
Lawrie, Raleigh Debow, Phil 
Campeau and George Boon. 
Lawrie also added four con-
verts and two field goals. 
"Thats the best I've ever 
<>een Russ kick. He was 
putting through fifty yarders 
from the sidelines," stated 
coach Gert van Niekerk. 
The second team won 
their game 25-3 and the 




NOTE:The top two teams at 
the playoffs qualify for the 
4- West championships. The 
top two teams at the 4-West 
championships qualify for 
the national championships. 
Nov. 21&22 Coastal tour-
nament at BCIT - men and 
women. 
.Jan. 24&25 Interlocking 
tournament at CNC - men 
only. 
.Jan. 30&31 Interlocking 
tourna~ent at vee- ~omen 
only. 
Feb. 21'922 Interlocking 
tournament at vee - men 
only. 
Feb. 28&29 Coastal tour-
nament at BCIT - men and 
women. 
Match 6&7 Totem champion 
ships. 
March 19&20 Canadtan 
cham pion <>hips. 
championships - Cape Bret-
on, N.S. 
Benny Boon, Lenny Lem-
ieux, Gord Houchen, Alex 
Fong and Tom Watson each 
scored a try for the Douglas 
second team. Lemieux kick-
ed a convert and a penalty 
kick to round off the scoring. 
In third team action, Peter 
Bricker, Dave Pearcy, Dave, 
Malcolm, and Eoin White 
scored tries while Gert van 
Niekerk and John Grimson 
kicked converts. 
Format: The interlocking 
tournaments are all round 
robin tournaments, while 
Coastal tournaments are all 
single robin tournaments. 
One point awarded for each 
match won. The playoffs will 
be conducted on March 6 
and 7.. and will be hosted by 
the team with the most 
points at the end of the 
regular season play. The top 
four teams in each of the 
men's and women's division 
will qualify for the playoffs. 
ln the event of a tie, 
placings shall be decided as 
follows: (l)Win-loss record 
bet'ween the tie teams. 
)2)Points for and against 
between tie teams. 
(3)Total points for and 
against in league play. 
You may be interested to 
know that Time Out is going 
to be a regular feature in 
this paper. Its purpose will 
be to try and keep Douglas 
students up to date on the 
happenings of the sport 
teams and take you behind 
the scenes. 
by Greg Heakes 
I'll begin this week by 
mentioning the tragic inc-
ident that happened two 
weeks ago to one our rugby 
players during the Bert 
Flynn Tournament. 
Long standing club mem-
ber John Tyrecki suffered a 
broken neck during a game 
against Calgary. The latest 
information on his condition 
is that he has regained the 
use of his hands but he is 
still partially paralysed from 
the waist down. 
It was such an upsetting 
experience for the players 
that a few of them declined 
to play last weekend against 
Maple Ri'dge. 
Let's all wish John a 
speedy recovery and the 
best in the future. 
point of the season with a 
1-6-1 record, they seem to 
be improving steadily as the 
weeks progress. 
One bright spot is the 
play of midfield centre 
Bruce MacDonald who has 
scored over half the teams 
goals to date. Last weekend, 
they lost two games inc-
luding a heartbreaker to 
Capilano College when they 
were scored on in the last 
minute of play wich broke a 
2-2 deadlock. 
Another has been the play 
of former Surrey Ram foot-
ball star, Mark K ilm art in. 
What Kilmardn lacks in 
basic skills ctnd experience 
lte makes up for in his 
hustle which eventually led 
to MacDonald's goal on 
Sunday at Queens Park. 
Coach Alec Whittam is in 
a bit of a predicament after 
their backup goalie, Gordon 
Lyle, dislocated his finger in 
practice recently. He says 
he has no replacement and 
does not want to go through 
the same predicament as the 
first week of play, when 
they had to stick any and 
everybody in the nets bec-
ause they had no goalie. 
The same situation will on 
Eligibility: To be eligible to ly arise if their number one 
compete in Totem ·• * * goalie, Kenya native, Kam 
Conference competition, Bahachu, gets injured. 
players must be registered Bahachu has been with the 
in nine semester hours of Even though our soccer team since the second week 
d 't ,.....,.,_ team sits at the half way f 1 
ere 1. 1 __ ~~------------------------o __ p __ a_Y_·----------------~ 
B.B. 
by Warren Memeghello 
Our school team needs 
your support. 
COMFORT. TIME. 
So you know how to play 
basketball? We could sure 
use you, if you do. We're 
the Douglas College men's 
team. You don't have to be 
a pro basketball player to 
play for this team. We have 
a good looking team and the 
coach is willing to give you 
all the help you need. We 
just don't have enough 
players to make a complete 
'lnd executing team. 
Southern Comfort. Enjoy it straight up, on the rocks, 
or blended with your favourite mixer. 
The unique taste 
of Southern Comfort 
enjoyed for over 125 years. 
We have our practices 
three times a week,Monday 
and Wednesday at the Coq-
uitlam campus and Wed-
nesday at the Arenex in 
Queens Park. The times of 
practices are from 5:00 to 
6:30 all nights . You only 
have to show up for two, if 
vou ' re tight for time . If 
vou ' re willing and able to 
<>how up , we sure will app-
reciate you coming out. 
For people that don't 
want to play, but are int-
erested in the team we need 
a manager and someone to 
keep stats. If none of the 
above excites you, we sure 
could use your support. 
Our first game is at and 
against, Capitano College at 
7:00 this Saturday. Thanks I 
For further information 
call Dan Moore at 588-9037. 
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